PUBLIC WORKS S GANG REDUGHt

MOTION
Since the coronavirus, COVTD-19, has begun spreading through our City, our residents
have been forced to face not only a health crisis, but an economic crisis as well. While most
businesses shutdown temporarily in the immediate aftermath of the pandemic’s onset, as the health
crisis has persisted, many of these closures have become permanent. Because of this, the country
has experienced a dramatic economic decline that is only rivaled by the Great Depression of the
1930s.
At the same time, the murder of George Floyd has awoken the conscious of this nation and
sparked renewed demands for local governments to invest in the communities of color that have
been systematically disenfranchised and have also borne the brunt of the pandemic's health and
economic impacts.
In 1935, the federal Works Progress Administration was created as an infrastructure and
employment program to combat the economic devastation wreaked by the Great Depression. The
Works Progress Administration was provided with $4.9 billion in its first year and built streets,
bridges, airports, waterworks, and housing across the country. Over eight years, the program
employed an estimated 8.5 million Americans and built significant public works projects.
As the City stares down the economic fallout of the COVID-19 pandemic and is
simultaneously seeking ways to invest in the communities that have been historically
disenfranchised and marginalized, a City Works Progress Administration program could provide
an answer to both issues. The City should consider implementing its own Public Works
Mobilization Program, modeled after the Works Progress Administration of the 1930s, to create
jobs by investing in the City’s infrastructure in historically neglected regions of the City. This
effort can create contracting opportunities, especially for small local businesses, and employ those
who have lost their livelihood because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
1 THEREFORE MOVE that the Department of Public Works be instructed to report on the
feasibility of funding and establishing a Public Works Mobilization Program to spur on an
economic recovery and bring jobs back to the City.
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